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Reliable evidence supports the role of sleep in learning and memory processes. In rodents, sleep deprivation (SD) negatively affects

consolidation of hippocampus-dependent memories. As memory is integral to post-traumatic stress symptoms, the effects of post-

exposure SD on various aspect of the response to stress in a controlled, prospective animal model of post-traumatic stress disorder

(PTSD) were evaluated. Rats were deprived of sleep for 6 h throughout the first resting phase after predator scent stress exposure.

Behaviors in the elevated plus-maze and acoustic startle response tests were assessed 7 days later, and served for classification into

behavioral response groups. Freezing response to a trauma reminder was assessed on day 8. Urine samples were collected daily for

corticosterone levels, and heart rate (HR) was also measured. Finally, the impact of manipulating the hypothalamus–pituitary–adrenal axis

and adrenergic activity before SD was assessed. Mifepristone (MIFE) and epinephrine (EPI) were administered systemically 10-min post-

stress exposure and behavioral responses and response to trauma reminder were measured on days 7–8. Hippocampal expression of

glucocorticoid receptors (GRs) and morphological assessment of arborization and dendritic spines were subsequently evaluated. Post-

exposure SD effectively ameliorated long-term, stress-induced, PTSD-like behavioral disruptions, reduced trauma reminder freezing

responses, and decreased hippocampal expression of GR compared with exposed-untreated controls. Although urine corticosterone

levels were significantly elevated 1 h after SD and the HR was attenuated, antagonizing GRs with MIFE or stimulation of adrenergic activity

with EPI effectively abolished the effect of SD. MIFE- and EPI-treated animals clearly demonstrated significantly lower total dendritic

length, fewer branches and lower spine density along dentate gyrus dendrites with increased levels of GR expression 8 days after

exposure, as compared with exposed-SD animals. Intentional prevention of sleep in the early aftermath of stress exposure may well be

beneficial in attenuating traumatic stress-related sequelae. Post-exposure SD may disrupt the consolidation of aversive or fearful

memories by facilitating correctly timed interactions between glucocorticoid and adrenergic systems.
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INTRODUCTION

Intrusive memories that are chronically active, disruptive,
and exceptionally vivid, and which can be factual,
emotional, or somatosensory, are fundamental character-
istics of post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) (American
Psychiatric Association, 2004). The memories of a

traumatic event, together with the emotions at the time of
the event, shape symptoms such as intrusive thoughts,
physiological hyperarousal, and avoidance of traumatic
reminders.
It is well established that following initial encoding,

memory remains temporarily vulnerable to disruption
(McGaugh, 2000) until it is consolidated. Emerging evidence
suggests that pharmacological secondary prevention (ie,
intervening after a traumatic event to forestall development
of PTSD) can alter brain mechanisms regulating the
formation, storage, and retrieval of different type of
traumatic memories. A diverse group of compounds
including corticosteroids (Aerni et al, 2004; de Quervain
et al, 1998, 2000; Schelling, 2002; Schelling et al, 1999, 2001,
2003, 2004), beta-adrenergic antagonists (propranolol)
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(Pitman et al, 2002; Vaiva et al, 2003), and opiate analgesics
(morphine) (Bryant et al, 2009) have been shown to reduce
hormonally enhanced memories and fear conditioning and
have potentially therapeutic effects on the clinical course of
subsequent PTSD symptoms.
Ample evidence indicates that sleep participates in the

consolidation of recent memory traces (Born et al, 2006;
Maquet, 2001; Stickgold, 2005; Walker and Stickgold, 2006).
Sleep following learning, independent of time of day, is
known to enhance the consolidation of newly acquired
memory traces (Gais and Born, 2004; Maquet, 2000, 2001;
Peigneux et al, 2001; Wagner et al, 2006) through an active
reorganization of representations, whereas acute sleep
deprivation (SD) may disrupt this process and impair
retrieval functions (Hagewoud et al, 2010). Wagner et al
(2006) reported that brief periods of sleep immediately
following learning cause preservation of emotional mem-
ories over 4 years. We therefore hypothesized that
interfering with memory consolidation processes by SD
immediately after traumatic experience will reduce post-
traumatic stress symptoms and incidence.
In this study, the effects of post-exposure SD on

behavioral responses to predator scent stress (PSS) were
evaluated in a controlled, prospective animal model of
PTSD. In this model, populations of exposed rodents are
classified according to the degree of their individual
behavioral response using standardized ‘cut-off behavioral
criteria’ (CBC), creating three distinct groups: ‘extreme
behavioral response’ (EBR) and ‘minimal behavioral
response’ (MBR) at the extremes, and a middle group of
‘partial behavioral responders’ (PBR) (Cohen and Zohar,
2004; Cohen et al, 2003, 2004, 2005, 2012). The relative
prevalence rates of individuals displaying the different
degrees of disrupted behavior provide an indication of the
potential efficacy of the ‘treatment’ under study.
The aim was to perform a controlled, prospective trial to

examine the effect of 6 h of SD after PSS and to investigate
possible mechanisms for these effects. For this purpose
physiological, molecular and morphological parameters were
assessed in animals classified according to their behavioral
responses in the elevated plus-maze (EPM) and acoustic
startle response (ASR) paradigms 7 days post-exposure, and
trauma-cue-triggered freezing responses were assessed on
day 8. Prevalence rates for EBR, MBR, and PBR individuals
among animals treated with SD after exposure were
calculated from these data and compared with untreated
controls and unexposed controls. The effects on memory
were assessed by the response to the neutral reminder of the
trauma (the trauma-cue) on day 8. Urine samples were
collected daily for corticosterone levels; radio-telemetrically
collected heart rate (HR) was also recorded. In light of an
association between corticosterone levels and behavioral
response patterns, the effect of preventing the elevation of
corticosterone or stimulating adrenergic activation on
behavior was assessed. Mifepristone (MIFE), a glucocorticoid
receptor (GR) antagonist, and epinephrine (EPI) were
administered systemically 10-min post-PSS exposure
(50min before SD) and behavioral responses were measured
on day 7 and trauma reminder on day 8. The expression of
GR was evaluated in the hippocampus and dendritic
arborization and spine density in Golgi-impregnated neurons
in dentate gyrus (DG) granule cells were assessed.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Animals

Adult male Sprague–Dawley rats weighing 180–230 g were
habituated to housing conditions for at least 7 days, housed
four per cage in a vivarium with stable temperature and a
reversed 12-h light–dark cycle (lights off: 1900 hours), with
unlimited access to food and water. All testing was performed
during the dark phase in dim red light conditions.

Experimental Design

Three experiments were conducted. In the first (N¼ 66), the
behavioral effects of SD for 6 h, started 1 h after PSS
exposure, were evaluated with the EPM and the ASR tests on
day 7. One day later, animals were exposed to a trauma-cue
(unsoiled cat litter) for 10min and freezing response was
assessed. Urine samples were collected daily for corticos-
terone levels. The rats were killed within 24 h (8 days post-
exposure) and their brains collected for measurement of GR
in the hippocampus and for dendritic profile of Golgi-
stained granule cells in the DG. We hypothesized that
interfering with memory consolidation processes by SD
immediately after traumatic experience will reduce post-
traumatic stress symptoms and incidence. We expected that
SD immediately after stress exposure would be manifested
in a distinctive activation pattern of the hypothalamus–
pituitary–adrenal (HPA)-axis and the autonomic nervous
system. In parallel, we hypothesized that SD immediately
after exposure would result in increased synaptic plasticity,
synaptic strength, and dendritic complexity, with a
concomitant attenuation of behavioral stress responses
(less prevalence of PTSD-like response). In the second
experiment (N¼ 22), radio-telemetrically collected HR from
stress-exposed animals ‘treated’ with SD was recorded. The
last experiment (N¼ 30) assessed the effects of systemic
MIFE or EPI administrated 10min after PSS (50min before
SD) on behavioral, molecular, and morphological responses
to the intervention. We hypothesized that antagonizing
glucocorticoid and/or stimulating adrenergic activity would
effectively abolish the effect of SD.

Predator Scent Stress

The test animals were placed on well-soiled cat litter for
10min (in use by the cat for 2 days). Control sham-exposed
animals were exposed to unused litter for the same
amount of time (Cohen and Zohar, 2004; Cohen et al, 2003,
2004, 2005).
SD was performed for 6 h using gentle handling

(Moldovan et al, 2010; Tobler and Jaggi, 1987). Although
prolonged SD has been found to induce a neuroendocrine
stress reaction, this method, that is, gentle handling,
demonstrated lower stressful, and anxiety responses as
compared with other methods (Kopp et al, 2006; Longordo
et al, 2009). This mild form of SD was based on the
spontaneous exploratory behavior of rats, whereas con-
straining and directly manipulating the animals was
avoided. To maximize sleep pressure, SD was performed
in the first half of the light period, during the inactive phase
of the animals, (between 1000 and 1600 hours), when the
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rats showed their main resting period and lowest level of
motor activity in a 24-h cycle. The procedure of gentle
handling consisted of continuous monitoring and keeping
the rats awake with minimal disturbance, using novel objects,
tapping on, and moving their cages and, if necessary,
using tactile stimulation by brush (without direct handling
of the animal) when the rats showed behavioral signs of
sleepiness (immobility without any gross body, head,
or whisker movements) (Moldovan et al, 2010). Notably,
mice exposed to this SD procedure showed unaltered
levels of the stress hormone corticosterone compared with
control undisturbed animals (Kopp et al, 2006; Longordo
et al, 2009).
Behavioral responses were assessed in the EPM and the

ASR paradigms as described previously (Cohen et al, 2003,
2006a, b).
In the EPM, behaviors assessed were: time spent in open

and closed arms and on the central platform; number of
open and closed arm entries; and total exploration. ‘Anxiety
index’, an index that integrates the EPM behavioral
measures, was calculated as follows:

Anxiety Index

¼ 1�
time spent in the open arms

total time on themaze

� �
þ number of entries to the open arms

total exploration on themaze

� �

2

2
4

3
5

Anxiety index values range from 0 to 1, where an increase
in the index expresses increased anxiety-like behavior.
Behavioral assessment in the ASR consisted of: mean

startle amplitude (averaged over all 30 trials) and percen-
tage of startle habituation to repeated presentation of the
acoustic pulse. Percent habituationFthe percent change
between the response to the first block of sound stimuli and
the lastFwas calculated as follows:

Percent

habituation
¼

100�½ðaverage startle amplitude in Block 1Þ
�ðaverage startle amplitude in Block 6Þ
ðaverage startle amplitude in Block 1Þ

Contextual Freezing Measurement

The situational reminder consisted of placing the animals
on fresh, unused cat litter for 10min (ie, identical to sham
exposure), which acts to mimic the context of the initial
exposure experience. Behavior was recorded using an
overhead video camera and scored for immobility (freezing)
using the recorded images (Cohen et al, 2011c, 2012).
Freezing behavior during trauma-cue exposure was defined
as an absence of all movement (except for respiration) (Ma
et al, 2010). Total cumulative freezing time (total seconds
spent freezing during each assessment period) was mea-
sured and calculated as a percentage of total time.

The CBC Model

The model was originally motivated by the fact that the
clinical diagnosis of PTSD is made only if an individual
exhibits a certain number of symptoms of sufficient severity
from each of three quite well-defined symptom-clusters
over a specific period of time. The criteria are based on the

EMP and ASR paradigms taken together and clearly define
the two opposing extremes of individual responses. The one
extreme describes animals whose exploration of the open
areas of the EPM is nil throughout the test and whose startle
response is maximal and does not undergo any habituation
throughout the ASR test. This EBR is considered to parallel
PTSD-like responsesFextreme and unabating maximal
stress. At the other extreme are animals whose behavior is
virtually unaffected by the stressor. They are termed MBR
and likened to individuals who clearly have no PTSD-like
response to the stressor. The remainder are poorly under-
stood and termed PBR (by default) (Cohen and Zohar, 2004;
Cohen et al, 2003, 2004, 2005). The procedure is detailed in
Figure 1.

Immunofluorescence

All animals were euthanized 24 h after the last behavioral
tests (between 1400 and 1430 hours). Animals were deeply
anesthetized (ketamine and xylazine mixture) and perfused
transcardially with cold 0.9% physiological saline followed
by 4% paraformaldehyde (Sigma-Aldrich, Israel) in 0.1M
phosphate buffer (pH 7.4). Brains were quickly removed,
postfixed in the same fixative for 12 h at 4 1C, and were
cryoprotected overnight in 30% sucrose in 0.1M phosphate
buffer at 4 1C. Brains were frozen on dry ice and stored at
�80 1C. Serial coronal sections (10 mm) at the level of the
dorsal hippocampus were collected from each animal, using
a cryostat (Leica CM 1850) and mounted on coated slides.
Immunofluorescence was assessed as previously described
(Cohen et al, 2011b).
Sliced sections were air dried and incubated for 2min in

frozen methanol and 4min in 4% PFA. After washing the
section with PBS/0.01% tween 20 (PBS/T), the sections were
incubated for 60min in a blocking solution (normal goat or
horse serum in PBS) and then overnight at 4 1C with the
primary antibodies against GR (1 : 250 each; Santa Cruz
Biotechnology). The sections were washed three times in
PBS/T, and incubated with either DyLight-488 labeled goat-
anti-rabbit IgG or Dylight-594 goat anti-mouse IgG (1 : 250;
KPL, MD, UDA) in PBS containing 2% normal goat or horse
serum for 2 h. Sections were washed with PBS/T, and
mounted with mounting medium (Vectrastain Vector
laboratories). Control sections were incubated without any
primary antibodies to check for any nonspecific binding of
the secondary antibodies.

Quantification

A computer-assisted image analysis system (Leica Applica-
tion Suite V3.6, Leica, Germany) was used for quantitative
analysis of the immunostaining and a 50� objective lens
was employed to assess the number of GR-positive cells in
the hippocampus, divided into three (counted separately)
areas: CA1 subfield, CA3 subfield, and DG. The regions of
interest were outlined and computer-aided estimation was
used (ImageJ analysis NIH) to calculate the number of GR
cells in the pyramidal layer of CA1 and CA3, and in the
granular layer of DG. Six representative sections of the
hippocampus were chosen (between Bregma �2.30 and
Bregma �3.60) from each animal, from each group (Paxinos
and Watson, 2005). The sections were analyzed by two
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observers blinded to the treatment protocol. Standard
technique was used to estimate the number of GR cell profiles
per unit area for each investigated hippocampal structure.

Golgi–Cox Staining

All animals were euthanized 24 h after the last behavioral
tests (between 1400 and 1430 hours). Animals were deeply
anesthetized and perfused intracardially with 0.9% saline.
The brains were immediately dissected and processed.
Tissue was prepared by using the rapid Golgi kit (FD
Neuro-technologies) according to the manufacturer’s in-
structions. Golgi–Cox staining was assessed as previously
described (Zohar et al, 2011).
The hippocampal DG was chosen as a target in this study

for four reasons: (1) the DG is a unique structure in that it is
one of the few telencephalic brain areas that reliably
produces new neurons well into adulthood (Redila and
Christie, 2006). (2) The DG is also highly sensitive to stress
(Kavushansky et al, 2006). (3) DG granule cells have a
critical role in the function of the entorhinal-hippocampal
circuitry in health and disease. (4) DG granule cells are
situated to regulate the flow of information into the
hippocampus.
In order to obtain accurate measurements of dendritic

parameters, strict criteria were adopted for the selection of
the filled neurons before quantitative analysis: (1) only well-
impregnated neurons were chosen for the histological
analysis. (2) Granule cells were included in this analysis

only if the cell body and primary dendrites were clearly
stained and easily distinguishable from those of neighbor-
ing cell bodies and their dendrites. (3) Granule cells were
sampled from the suprapyramidal blades of the DG, in both
the right and left sides of the brain. (4) Granule cells from
the inner granule zone (IGZ) were included in this analysis
(because the dendritic morphology of hippocampal DG cells
varies with their position in the granule cell layer (GCL)
(Green and Juraska, 1985)). A cell was classified as
belonging to the IGZ if the entire soma was positioned in
the inner half of the GCL. Granule cells whose soma was
intersected by the midline of the GCL, in the outer granule
zone, or in the subgranular zone were not included in any
analysis.
We performed an analysis to characterize the extent that

dendrites branched out from both somal and dendritic sites.
Primary dendrites were defined as direct extensions from
the soma of at least 10 mm in length. Only DGs with at least
one primary dendrite 410 mm in total length were analyzed.
When a primary dendrite bifurcated at a branch point, the
dendrites extending from that branch point were classified
as secondary dendrites. We extended this analysis to
include tertiary (3), quaternary (4), quinary (5), and senary
(6) order dendrites. This procedure provides an additional
measure of the pattern of dendritic arborization, allowing a
more comprehensive analysis of differences in the branch
patterns of the dendrites themselves. We also performed a
Sholl-analysis (Sholl, 1956). A series of concentric rings,
spaced 25 mm apart, was placed over the neuron and

Figure 1 The cut-off behavioral criteria (CBC) algorithm: in order to approximate the approach to understanding animal behavioral models more closely
to contemporary clinical conceptions of PTSD, we use an approach that enables the classification of study animals into groups according to degree of
response to the stressor, that is, the degree to which individual behavior is altered or disrupted. In order to achieve this, behavioral criteria were defined and
then complemented by the definition of cut-off criteria reflecting severity of response; this parallels inclusion and exclusion criteria applied in clinical research.
The procedure requires the following steps: (a) verification of global effect: the data must demonstrate that the stressor had a significant effect on the overall
behavior of exposed vs unexposed populations at the time of assessment. (b) Application of the CBC’s to the data: in order to maximize the resolution and
minimize false positives, extreme responses to both elevated plus-maze (EPM) and acoustic startle response (ASR) paradigms, performed in sequence, were
required for ‘inclusion’ into the EBR group, whereas a negligible degree of response to both was required for inclusion in the MBR group.
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centered on the cell body, and the number of dendrite
crossings as a function of distance was recorded.

Analysis of Neuronal Morphology

All slides were coded and the analysis was performed with
the experimenter blinded as to the origin of the slides.
Dendritic morphology was observed by epifluorescent
microscopy (Leica). A 0.5 mm interval z-series was captured
throughout the extent of the dendritic arbor of the DG with
a CCD camera (Leica) controlled by LAS software.

Telemetric Transmitter Implantation

Animals in this study were monitored telemetrically from
baseline throughout 9 h following stress exposure, allowing
sampling of HR without the presence of a human. Wireless
radiofrequency transmitters (Data Sciences International
(DSI), St Paul, MN; model TA10ETA-F20) were implanted
for continuous electrocardiographic (ECG) recordings,
under aseptic conditions, during the light period, using
procedures described previously (Cohen et al, 2011a).
Rats were anesthetized with ketamine (60–80mg/kg,

intraperitoneally) and xylazine (5–10mg/kg, intraperitone-
ally) and transmitters were implanted intraperitoneally.
Briefly, the body of the transmitter was placed into the
abdominal cavity, and the two electrodes (wire loops) were
fixed to the dorsal surface of the xiphoid process and in the
anterior mediastinum close to the right atrium. The leads
were directed rostrally (subcutaneously) and anchored in
place with permanent sutures (DII positioning). Rats were
prophylactically injected with penicillin (Natrium-penicillin
G, 40 000 IU/kg body wt sc; Hanford’s United States
Veterinary Products) 10–15min before incision, and were
given codeine (1mg/100ml) in their drinking water for 3
days post-procedure. Following the surgical procedures, all
animals were housed for 5 days in custom-designed divided
cages to permit adequate healing of suture wounds (Grippo
et al, 2007) and then were returned to the home cages to
recover for an additional 5–7 days.

Radio Telemetric Recordings

ECG signals were recorded with a radiotelemetry receiver
(DSI; sampling rate 5 kHz, 12-bit precision digitizing). The
radiotelemetry receiver was controlled by the vendor soft-
ware (Dataquest ART, Version 4.1 Acquisition software; DSI).

Quantification of Telemetric Variables

The data were evaluated for HR. HR conditioning data were
collected for three consecutive days. All ECG parameters
were evaluated using continuous data that were not
confounded by movement artifact. The pulse-modulated
signal at the output of the receiver was simultaneously
routed to IBM-compatible personal computers containing
the LABPRO data-acquisition system (Data Sciences), which
was used only for monitoring, storage, and visual inspection
of ECG waves. HR was evaluated using software developed
in the Israeli Naval Medical Institute, following the
recommendations in Fahlm and Sornmo (1984). Evaluation
is based on a peak detector with several adaptive time and

amplitude thresholds incorporated into the decision rule.
The software allows user interaction in editing the detection
results, displayed graphically as a time series of R-R
intervals. Other than verification that all detected peaks
(as marked on the original trace) indeed belonged to QRS
complexes and that no complexes were missed, all ectopies
and pathological beats were retained in the analysis series.
The final edited output of the software was a filed list of M
consecutive R-R intervals. The list was then converted into a
point array in an N-dimensional space, the axes being either
successive interval durations or absolute values of duration
differentials.

Corticosterone Sampling

Urine samples were collected daily for corticosterone levels
by gently removing each rat to metabolic cages for 30min.
Animals were placed in these cages from their home and
once the procedure was complete the animal was returned
to its home cage. Rats were allowed to acclimate to the
metabolic cage for 7 days before urine collection (Brennan
et al, 2000). These are regular cages with grooves along the
floor, allowing urine collection in suspended calibrated
cylinders. All samples were immediately frozen (�80 1C)
after collection. Samples were taken before PSS, immedi-
ately after PSS exposure, after the SD procedure, and then
daily through day 7 (between 1230 and 1300 hours). CORT
was measured with a DSL-10-81000 ELISA kit according to
the instructions of the manufacturer (Diagnostic Systems
Laboratories, Webster, TX) by a person blind to experi-
mental procedures. The sensitivity of the corticosterone
assay is 12.5 mg/l. Within-assay variation is o10% and
between-assay variation is o14% at 100 mg/l. All samples
were measured in duplicate.

Injections

MIFE (Sigma-Aldrich) in a dose of 7.5mg (approximately
30mg/kg) was dissolved in 0.5ml propylene glycol vehicle.
EPI (Sigma-Aldrich) in a dose of 0.1mg/kg was injected
subcutaneously. Drugs were prepared fresh before use. Drug
doses were chosen on the basis of previous studies (Pitman
et al, 2011; Weinberger et al, 1984).

Statistical Analyses

For the behavioral and molecular results, the statistical
analyses were performed using two-way analysis of variance
(ANOVA) (three-way for Sholl-analysis). For urine corticos-
terone levels and HR, the statistical analyses were performed
using repeated-measure (RM)ANOVA. Post-hoc Bonferroni
test examined differences between individual groups. The
prevalence of affected rats as a function of rat group was
tested using cross-tabulation and nonparametric w2 tests. In
all cases, po0.05 was considered statistically significant.

Ethical Approval

All procedures were carried out under strict compliance
with ethical principles and guidelines of the NIH Guide for
the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals. All treatment and
testing procedures were approved by the Animal Care
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Committee of Ben-Gurion University of the Negev, Israel.
All efforts were made to minimize pain, stress, and the
number of animals used.

RESULTS

Post-Exposure SD-Attenuated Behavioral Stress
Responses

As shown in Table 1, two-way ANOVA revealed significant
exposure, treatment, and exposure–treatment interaction
effects in terms of time spent in open arms (F(1, 62)¼ 7.1,
po0.01, F(1, 62)¼ 50.3, po0.0001, and F(1, 62)¼ 7.8,
po0.007, respectively), number of entries to the open arms
(F(1, 62)¼ 7.5, po0.0085, F(1, 62)¼ 18.3, po0.0001, and
F(1, 62)¼ 12.4, po0.0009, respectively) and anxiety index
(F(1, 62)¼ 11.5, po0.0015, F(1, 62)¼ 37.4, po0.0001, and
F(1, 62)¼ 12.0, po0.001, respectively). In terms of total
activity, two-way ANOVA revealed significant effects of
treatment and exposure–treatment interaction (F(1, 62)
¼ 19.3, po0.0001 and F(1, 62)¼ 5.6, po0.025, respectively).
No effects were observed for exposure. Bonferroni test
confirmed that the exposed-untreated group exhibited a
significant decrease in overall time spent in the open arms
and in open arm entries and a significantly increased anxiety
index compared with the unexposed-untreated group (Bon-
ferroni test: po0.0003, po0.008, and po0.0001, respectively)

and to exposed rats treated with SD (Bonferroni test: time
open: po0.0001 for all). Moreover, SD increased total activity
both in the unexposed and exposed groups (po0.0025 and
po0.0001, respectively).

Startle response. Two-way ANOVA revealed a significant
effect for exposure (F(1, 62)¼ 28.3, po0.0001), a treatment
effect (F(1, 62)¼ 4.45, po0.04) and an exposure–treatment
interaction effect (F(1, 62)¼ 5.7, po0.025). Bonferroni test
confirmed that the exposed-untreated group showed a
significantly increased mean startle amplitude compared
with unexposed controls (po0.0001). The post-exposure SD
group (PSS-SD) exhibited significantly decreased mean
startle amplitude compared with the exposed-untreated
group (po0.002).

Startle habituation. Two-way ANOVA revealed a signifi-
cant effect for exposure (F(1, 62)¼ 41.2, po0.0001) and an
exposure–treatment interaction effect (F(1, 62)¼ 27.7,
po0.0001). Bonferroni test confirmed that the exposed SD
group exhibited significantly increased startle habituation
compared with the exposed-untreated group (po0.0001).

Freezing response to trauma-cue exposure. The trauma-
cue elicited significant exposure–treatment interaction
(F(1, 37)¼ 112.1 po0.0001). No effect was observed for
exposure or treatment. Bonferroni post-hoc tests confirmed

Table 1 Effect of Post-Exposure SD on Behavioral Stress Responses

3
30 d1h 1 d

3

STRESS EPM +ASR                      REMINDER (FREEZING)
30 d1h 30 d7 d1h1h 1 d1 d

6 h Sleep-Deprivation 

Parameters Un-exposed+vehicle Unexposed+SD PSS-exposed+vehicle PSS-exposed+SD
Post-hoc
Bonferroni test

N¼ 15 N¼ 16 N¼18 N¼ 17

I II III IV

Time spent in the open arms (min)a 1.56±0.2 2.3±0.14 0.64±0.18 2.3±0.15 IaIII
IIIaIV

Number of entries to the open armsb 4.8±0.55 5.2±0.55 1.6±0.42 5.6±0.52 IaIII
IIIaIV

Total arms entries (activity)c 15.7±1.1 20.8±0.7 11.6±1.3 21.65±1.1 IaII, III
IIIaIV

Anxiety index (AU)d 0.52±0.04 0.4±0.04 0.81±0.05 0.4±0.04 IaIII
IIIaIV

Acoustic startle amplitude (AU)e 345.4±27.8 364.4±74.9 884.6±83.8 569.1±63.4 IaIII
IIIaIV

Startle habituation (%)f 86.1±2.4 61.6±5.4 17.7±6.6 54.9±6.8 IaIII
IIIaIV

Freezing (%)g 13.3±2.1 16.5±2.0 75.84±4.0 16.4±2.2 IaIII
IIIaIV

Abbreviations: CON, unexposed control; PSS, predator scent stress; SD, sleep deprivation.
Results are expressed as mean±SEM or percentage.
Top line: the behavioral procedure used for the unexposed and PSS-exposed rats. Vertical arrow represents total SD procedure.
Post-exposure SD significantly increased the time spent in the open arms (a) and the number of entries to the open arms of the maze (b) and decreased anxiety index
(d) as compared with the exposed-untreated group. Post-exposure SD reduced the response to the startle stimulus (e) and significantly reversed the stress-induced
startle habituation deficit (f) found in the exposed-untreated group. Post-exposure SD decreased the immobility time (g) in response to trauma-cue as compared with
exposed-untreated animals. No differences were observed in total exploration on the maze (c) between the groups.
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that exposed-untreated rats displayed significantly more
immobility than unexposed-untreated control and PSS-SD
rats (po0.0001 for both groups). No differences were found
between unexposed groups, or between PSS-SD and
unexposed groups (Table 1).

Relative prevalence rates according to CBC classification.
There were significant differences in the prevalence rates of
individuals displaying EBR among groups (Pearson
w2¼ 17.6, df¼ 3, po0.00055) (Figure 2a). The prevalence
of EBR animals among exposed-untreated animals was
33.3% of the total population (N¼ 6/18) and differed
significantly from the unexposed-untreated animals, and
PSS-SD groups (w2¼ 6.1, po0.015; w2¼ 6.5, po0.0015,
respectively), in which there were no EBR individuals.
Significant differences were found in the prevalence of

MBR among groups (Pearson w2¼ 18.4, df¼ 3, po0.0004)
(Figure 2b). MBR prevalence among the CON-SD and PSS-
SD animals was 68.75 and 64.7% of the total population
(N¼ 11/16 and N¼ 11/17, respectively) and differed sig-
nificantly from unexposed-untreated animals (w2¼ 7.4,
po0.007; w2¼ 8.4, po0.004, respectively), and from ex-
posed-untreated animals (w2¼ 11.9, po0.0007; w2¼ 10.76,
po0.0015, respectively). No significant differences were
found between SD groups.
There were significant differences in the prevalence rates

of individuals displaying PBR among groups (Pearson
w2¼ 9.3, df¼ 3, po0.03) (Figure 2c). The prevalence of PBR
individuals in the unexposed-untreated group was 80.0%
of the total population (N¼ 12/15) and not significantly
different from the exposed-untreated animals (55.5%)
(N¼ 10/18). However, prevalence among the CON-SD and
PSS-SD animals was 31.2 and 35.2% of the total population
(N¼ 5/15 and N¼ 6/17, respectively) and differed signifi-
cantly from unexposed-untreated animals (w2¼ 7.4,
po0.007; w2¼ 6.47, po0.015, respectively). No significant
differences were found between SD groups or between SD
groups and the exposed-untreated group.

Post-Exposure SD Changed Urine Corticosterone Levels

RM-ANOVA revealed a significant effect for time
(F(4, 16)¼ 6.6, po0.004) and a time–group interaction effect
(F(12, 16)¼ 3.5, po0.015) (Figure 3a). No effect was observed
for groups. Bonferroni test confirmed no significant differ-
ences among groups at baseline. Six hours of SD significantly
increased urine corticosterone levels in the exposed and
unexposed groups as compared with the unexposed-un-
treated control group (po0.03 and po0.0025, respectively).
At day 6 post-exposure, the exposed-untreated group
exhibited significantly elevated urine corticosterone as
compared with the unexposed-untreated group (po0.0025).
Moreover, the SD groups (exposed and unexposed) exhibited
significantly lower urine corticosterone as compared with the
unexposed-untreated control group (po0.035). Figure 3b
depicts the area under the curves (AUCs) and demonstrates
that the exposed-untreated group displayed a significantly
higher total urine corticosterone level as compared with all
other groups (po0.05).

Post-Exposure SD Decreased HR

RM-ANOVA revealed a significant effect for groups
(F(1, 20)¼ 6.4, po0.025) and a group–time interaction
effect (F(1, 20)¼ 6.9, po0.02) (Figure 4a). No effect was
observed for time. At baseline, there were no significant
differences in HR between the groups. Seven hours post-
exposure (1 h after SD), the exposed-untreated animals
exhibited significantly elevated mean HR, as compared with
their baseline (po0.035) and to the post-exposure, SD-
treated animals (po0.001).

Post-Exposure SD Changed Expression of Hippocampal
GR-Immunoreactive Cells

In the hippocampal subregions CA1 (Figure 5a) and DG
(Figure 5b), two-way ANOVA revealed a significant effect for
exposure (F(1, 26)¼ 7.8, po0.01 and F(1, 26)¼ 8.9, po0.006,

Figure 2 Effect of post-exposure SD on relative prevalence rates according to CBC classification: top line: the behavioral procedure used for the
unexposed and PSS-exposed rats. Vertical arrow represents total SD procedure. Post-exposure SD reduced the prevalence of PTSD-like behavioral
responses (EBR) (a) relative to the exposed-untreated group and concomitantly increased the prevalence of minimal behavioral responders (b). No
differences were observed in the prevalence of PBRs (c). CON, unexposed control; EBR, extreme behavioral response; MBR, minimal behavioral response;
PBR, partial behavioral response; PSS, predator scent stress; SD, sleep deprivation.
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respectively) and an exposure–treatment interaction effect
(F(1, 26)¼ 3.6, po0.05 and F(1, 26)¼ 7.8, po0.01, respec-
tively). No effects were observed for treatment. Bonferroni
test confirmed that post-exposure SD significantly decreased
expression of GR-IR cells in the CA1 and DG hippocampus
subregions 7 days later, compared with exposed-untreated
animals (po0.00035, po0.0015, respectively).

Post-Exposure SD Increased Cytostructure of DG
Granule Cells

Total dendritic length. Two-way ANOVA revealed a
significant effect for treatment (F(1, 28)¼ 12.3, po0.002).
No effects were observed for exposure or exposure–
treatment interaction. Bonferroni test confirmed that
exposure significantly decreased the total dendritic length
as compared with unexposed controls (po0.02) (Figures 6b

and c). Moreover, SD after PSS exposure significantly
increased the total dendritic length as compared with
exposed-untreated animals (po0.0065).

Sholl-analysis. Sholl-analysis for intersections per 25-mm
radial unit distance showed that neurons from exposed
animals treated with SD had significantly more dendritic
intersections within each sphere at Sholl radii of 10–85 mm
than did neurons from untreated animals exposed to PSS
(Bonferroni post-hoc po0.05) (Figure 6a). Moreover,
neurons from exposed animals treated with SD had
significantly more dendritic intersections within each
sphere at Sholl radii of 10–35 mm than did neurons from
unexposed-untreated animals (Bonferroni post-hoc
po0.05). Three-way ANOVA showed a significant radius
of shell effect (F(10, 308)¼ 86.3, po0.0001), an exposure–
treatment interaction effect (F(1, 308)¼ 11.7, po0.001), and
a treatment-radius of shell interaction effect
(F(10, 308)¼ 2.5, po0.0075). Figure 6a inset depicts the
AUCs.

Spine density. Quantitative analysis of spine density per
10-mm of dendrite revealed that there were significantly
fewer spines along the DG cells in the exposed-untreated
animals as compared with unexposed-untreated controls
(po0.0003) (Figures 6d and e). The spine density along
the dentate granule cells was significantly increased in
animals treated with SD post-exposure as compared
with exposed-untreated animals (Bonferroni post-hoc:
po0.0001).

MIFE and EPI Prevented Post-Exposure SD-Attenuated
Behavioral Stress Responses

As shown in Table 2, one-way ANOVA revealed significant
effects in terms of time spent in open arms (F(3, 29)¼ 5.2,
po0.006), open arm entries (F(3, 29)¼ 7.2, po0.001), total
arms activity (F(3, 29)¼ 8.6, po0.0005), and anxiety index
(F(3, 29)¼ 5.8, po0.0085). Bonferroni test confirmed that
the exposed-SD group (PSS-SD-Vehicle) exhibited a sig-
nificant increase in overall time spent in the open arms and
in open arm entries and a significantly decreased anxiety
index compared with the MIFE-exposed-SD (po0.02,

Figure 3 Effect of post-exposure SD on urine corticosterone levels:
post-exposure SD, 1 h after the end of the real or sham stress, caused urine
corticosterone levels (a) to increase in a rapid spike, followed by a rapid
decline within the next 12 h, in both the stress-exposed and -unexposed
groups. (b) The area under the curve. All data represent group
mean±SEM. CON, unexposed control; PSS, predator scent stress; SD,
sleep deprivation.

Figure 4 Effect of post-exposure SD on HR: (a) HR (bpm) in exposed-untreated rats (N¼ 12) and exposed rats treated with SD (N¼ 10). (b) HR profile
in telemetry-instrumented rats. Post-exposure SD abolished the PSS-induced tachycardia. All data represent group mean±SEM. bpm, beat per minute;
CON, unexposed control; HR, heart rate; PSS, predator scent stress; SD, sleep deprivation.
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po0.008, and po0.015, respectively), EPI-exposed-SD
(po0.025, po0.007, and po0.008, respectively), and
exposed-vehicle groups (po0.01, po0.007, and
po000035, respectively). Moreover, exposed-SD and EPI-
exposed-SD groups exhibited a significant increase in total
activity as compared with the MIFE-exposed-SD (po0.0001
and po0.015) or exposed-vehicle (po0.0025 and po0.001,
respectively).

Startle response. ANOVA revealed significant effects
between groups (F(3, 29)¼ 5.4, po0.006). Bonferroni test
confirmed that the exposed-SD group showed a significantly
decreased mean startle amplitude compared with the MIFE-
exposed-SD (po0.02), EPI-exposed-SD (po0.02), and
exposed-vehicle group (po0.0025).

Startle habituation. One-way ANOVA revealed signi-
ficant effects between groups (F(3, 29)¼ 5.5, po0.005).
Bonferroni test confirmed that the exposed-SD group
exhibited significantly increased startle habituation com-
pared with the MIFE-exposed-SD (po0.03), EPI-exposed-
SD (po0.015), and exposed vehicle groups (po0.01).

Freezing response to trauma-cue exposure. The trauma-
cue elicited significant exposure–treatment interaction
(F(1, 29)¼ 19.8 po0.0001). Bonferroni test confirmed that
the exposed-SD group showed a significantly decreased
freezing response to trauma-cue compared with the

MIFE-exposed-SD (po0.001), EPI-exposed-SD (po0.002),
and exposed-vehicle groups (po0.002) (Table 1).

Relative prevalence rates according to CBC. There were
significant differences in the prevalence rates of individuals
displaying MBR among groups (Pearson w2¼ 16.5, df¼ 3,
po0.0009). The prevalence of MBR individuals among
PSS-SD-vehicle animals was 62.5% of the total population
(N¼ 5/8), whereas no MBR individuals were identified in the
exposed-SD+MIFE or EPI and the exposed group treated
with vehicle alone (Figure 7b). There were no significant
differences in the prevalence of either PBR (Figure 7c) or
EBR among groups (Figure 7a). The prevalence of EBR
animals among PSS-SD animals treated with MIFE or EPI
was 50 and 66.6% of the total population (N¼ 4/8 and N¼
4/6, respectively) and differed significantly from the PSS-SD
groups (w2¼ 7.5, po0.0065; w2¼ 5.3, po0.0025, respec-
tively), in which there were no EBR individuals.

MIFE and EPI Injections Post-Exposure SD Changed
Expression of Hippocampal GR-Immunoreactive Cells

In the hippocampal subregions CA1 (Figure 8a) and DG
(Figure 8b), there were significant differences between
groups (F(3, 12)¼ 8.0, po0.005 and F(3, 12)¼ 9.4,
po0.0025, respectively). Bonferroni test confirmed that
post-exposure SD significantly decreased expression of GR-
IR cells in the CA1 and DG hippocampus subregions 7 days

Figure 5 Effect of post-exposure SD on GR immunoreactivity in the hippocampus: top line: the behavioral procedure used for the unexposed and PSS-
exposed rats. Vertical arrow represents total SD procedure. The quantitative analysis of GR immunostaining in the hippocampus subregions CA1 (a), and
DG (b) of unexposed-untreated rats (N¼ 8), unexposed rats treated with SD (N¼ 8), exposed-untreated rats (N¼ 8) and exposed rats treated with SD
(N¼ 6). On the right are representative photographs of GR immunoreactivity for each area. Photographs were acquired at � 20 (scale bar, 100 mm) and
� 40 magnification (scale bar, 50 mm). The cells in red were GR positive. All data represent group mean±SEM. CA1, cornu ammonis 1; CON, unexposed
control; DG, dentate gyrus; PSS, predator scent stress; SD, sleep deprivation. The color reproduction of this figure is available on the
Neuropyschopharmacology journal online.
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later, compared with exposed-SD groups treated with MIFE
or EPI, or the exposed group treated with vehicle alone
(CA1: po0.01, po0.008, and po0.007; DG: po0.035,
po0.009 and po0.015, respectively). No differences were
observed in the CA3 area.

MIFE and EPI Injections Post-Exposure SD Decreased
Cytostructure of DG Granule Cells

Total dendritic length. One-way ANOVA revealed signifi-
cant differences between groups (F(3, 12)¼ 6.4, po0.0002).
Bonferroni test confirmed that MIFE and EPI post-PSS-SD
significantly decreased the total dendritic length as com-
pared with the PSS-SD group (po0.015 and po0.0035,
respectively) (Figures 9b and c). Moreover, SD after PSS
exposure significantly increased the total dendritic length as
compared with exposed-vehicle animals (po0.002).

Sholl-analysis. Sholl-analysis for intersections per 25-mm
radial unit distance showed that neurons from exposed
animals treated with SD had significantly more dendritic

intersections within each sphere at Sholl radii of 10–85 mm
than did neurons from all other groups (Bonferroni post-hoc
po0.05) (Figure 9a). Two-way ANOVA showed a significant
group effect (F(3, 121)¼ 9.06, po0.0001) and radius of shell
effect (F(10, 121)¼ 77.5, po0.0001). Figure 9a inset depicts
the AUCs.

Spine density. Quantitative analysis of spine density per
10-mm of dendrite revealed that there were significantly
fewer spines along the DG cells in the exposed-SD animals
treated with MIFE and EPI as compared with exposed-SD
controls (po0.0003) (Figures 9d and e). The spine density
along the dentate granule cells was significantly increased in
animals treated with SD post-exposure as compared with
exposed-vehicle animals (Bonferroni post-hoc: po0.0001).

DISCUSSION

Convergent evidence has accumulated that sleep serves as
an off-line period in which newly encoded hippocampus-
dependent memories are gradually adapted to pre-existing

Figure 6 Effect of post-exposure SD on dendritic morphology in the dentate gyrus granule cells: top line: the behavioral procedure used
for the unexposed and PSS-exposed rats. Vertical arrow represents total SD procedure. (a) Sholl-analysis for intersections per 25-mm radial unit
distance from unexposed-untreated controls (N¼ 7), unexposed rats treated with SD (N¼ 8), exposed-untreated rats (N¼ 8) or exposed rats treated with
SD (N¼ 8). InsetFthe AUC, representing distance from soma. (b) Quantitative analysis of total dendritic length (mm) of dentate gyrus granule cells
from the suprapyramidal blade. (c) Computer-generated plots of reconstructions and photomicrographs of the dendritic tree from granule cells.
(d) Quantification of overall spine density per 10 mm of dendritic granule cells. (e) Photomicrographs showing representative Golgi–Cox-impregnated
dendritic spines. Neurons from exposed animals treated with SD had significantly more dendritic intersections within each sphere at Sholl radii 10–85mm
than did neurons from the exposed-untreated group. Moreover, exposed animals treated with SD exhibited significantly greater total dendritic
length as compared with exposed-untreated animals. The spine density along the dentate granule cells was significantly increased in exposed animals treated
with SD as compared with exposed-untreated animals. Results displayed as mean±SEM. CON, unexposed control; PSS, predator scent stress; SD, sleep
deprivation.
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knowledge networks (Born and Wilhelm, 2011). As
memories are integral to PTSD-related symptoms, we
evaluated the effects of post-exposure SD on behavioral
responses to stress in a controlled, prospective animal
model. As the results show, SD proved to be a highly
effective intervention for the attenuation of stress-induced
behavioral effects, when initiated in the aftermath of stress

exposure. Compared with exposed controls, treated animals
displayed significantly reduced behavioral disruption and
significantly attenuated physiological, molecular, and mor-
phological responses to the stressor. The abolition of this
ameliorative effect by MIFE and EPI indicates that the
beneficent anxiolytic effects are mediated (to a significant
degree, at least) by the HPA-axis and adrenergic activity.

Table 2 Effects of Mifepristone and Epinephrine Administration Post-Exposure and Pre-SD on Behavioral Stress Responses

STRESS EPM + ASR REMINDER (FREEZING)
50 min10 min

6h Sleep-Deprivation 

7 d 1d

Mifepristone,  
Epinephrine,  

Vehicle 

Parameters
PSS-exposed+

vehicle
PSS-exposed+
vehicle+SD

PSS-exposed+
mifepristone+SD

PSS-exposed+
epinephrine +SD

Post-hoc
Bonferroni
test

N¼ 8 N¼8 N¼ 8 N¼ 6

I II III IV

Time spent in the open arms (min)a 0.78±0.3 1.94±0.3 0.74±0.3 0.46±0.2 IIaI, III, IV

Number of entries to the open armsb 1.6±0.6 5.6±0.9 2.0±0.7 1.3±0.5 IIaI, III, IV

Total arms entries (activity)c 13.2±2.2 21.4±2.3 8.25±1.5 16.8±1.2 IIaI, III
IIIaIV

Anxiety index (AU)d 0.78±0.07 0.43±0.06 0.76±0.09 0.85±0.08 IIaI, III, IV

Acoustic startle amplitude (AU)e 975.4±138 470.4±35.5 842.1±112.8 911.7±51.2 IIaI, III, IV

Startle habituation (%)f 30.2±12.3 66.8±6.4 35.9±7.9 18.6±4.2 IIaI, III, IV

Freezing (%)g 56.6±4.7 12.1±2.3 44.9±6.7 61.8±6.1 IIaI, III, IV

Abbreviations: CON, unexposed control; PSS, predator scent stress; SD, sleep deprivation.
Results are expressed as mean±SEM or percentage.
Top line: the behavioral procedure used for the unexposed and PSS-exposed rats. Vertical arrow represents total SD procedure.
Injections of mifepristone or epinephrine post-exposure and pre-SD significantly decreased the time spent in the open arms (a) the number of entries to the open arms of
the maze (b), total arms activity (c) and increased anxiety index (d) as compared with the exposed-SD-vehicle group. Injections of mifepristone or epinephrine post-
exposure and pre-SD significantly increased the response to the startle stimulus (e) and significantly decreased the stress-induced startle habituation deficit (f) as compared
with the exposed-SD-vehicle group. Post-exposure SD decreased the immobility time (g) in response to trauma-cue as compared with exposed-untreated animals.

Figure 7 Effects of MIFE and EPI administration post-exposure and pre-SD on relative prevalence rates according to CBC classification: top line: the
behavioral procedure used for the unexposed and PSS-exposed rats. Vertical arrow represents total SD procedure. Administration of MIFE or EPI post-
exposure and pre-SD increased the prevalence of PTSD-like behavioral responses (EBR) (a) relative to the vehicle treatment group and concomitantly
decreased the prevalence of minimal behavioral responders (b). No differences were observed in the prevalence of PBRs (c). CON, unexposed control;
EBR, extreme behavioral response; EPI, epinephrine; MBR, minimal behavioral response; MIFE, mifepristone; PBR, partial behavioral response; PSS, predator
scent stress; SD, sleep deprivation.
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Furthermore, the equally resounding effect on freezing
response to the neutral reminder of the stressor indicates
that memory-related processes were affected by SD. This is
perhaps not surprising, because sleep has been shown to
improve learning and memory processes (Diekelmann and
Born, 2010; Gais and Born, 2004; Gais et al, 2000; Stickgold,
2005; Walker and Stickgold, 2006) on the one hand, and on
the other hand, memory-related factors are intimately
involved in post-traumatic sequelae.
Six hours of SD after PSS exposure resulted in a

statistically significant moderation of behavior patterns
representing stress-induced anxiety, avoidance, and hyper-
arousal responses on the EPM and ASR tests. A resounding
overall shift in the prevalence rates of animals fulfilling
criteria for EBR, which were effectively reduced to nil, was
mirrored by a concomitant increase in minimal behavioral
responders. Freezing responses to the late (day 8) neutral
trauma-cue were markedly attenuated (16.4% of time
freezing in the treatment group as compared with 75.8%
for untreated controls). As memory is required to bridge the
time interval between stress exposure and trauma-cue, and
because the SD procedure intentionally spanned the time-
frame within which memory consolidation processes take
place at the cellular level (McGaugh, 2000), the reduction in
freezing responses suggests that memory-related processes
were affected. In other words, post-exposure SD may affect
traumatic memory consolidation and thereby effectively

ameliorate long-term, stress-induced, PTSD-like behavioral
disruptions. These results are consistent with previous
studies that assessed the effects of SD on contextual fear
conditioning and memory consolidation (Gais et al, 2000;
Graves et al, 2003; Hagewoud et al, 2011; Wagner et al, 2001,
2006).
Memory consolidation requires gene transcription and

de novo protein synthesis (Abel and Lattal, 2001; Abel et al,
1998; Davis and Squire, 1984; Dudai, 1996; Flexner et al,
1965; McGaugh, 2000) in the hippocampus and associated
structures, and is modulated by the complex interplay
between the neuro-hormones and neurotransmitters re-
leased by two interacting effector systemsFthe HPA-axis
and sympathetic-adrenergic systems (Roozendaal et al,
2006a, b, 2009). Radio-telemetrically collected cardiovascu-
lar data showed that the sympathetic outflows to the HR
were strongly activated during the PSS response in controls,
whilst post-exposure SD abolished the PSS-induced tachy-
cardia and increased parasympathetic activity. In other
words, in response to post-exposure SD, the autonomic
balance of cardiovascular regulation shifted to a more
robust parasympathetic dominance. These results conform
to findings in clinical studies of one night of SD, which
demonstrated slightly increased HR variability and baror-
eceptor reflex sensitivity, suggesting an increase in cardiac
vagal regulation (Pagani et al, 2009) and reduced muscle
sympathetic efferent nerve activity (Kato et al, 2000).

Figure 8 Effects of MIFE and EPI administration post-exposure and pre-SD on GR immunoreactivity in the hippocampus: top line: the behavioral
procedure used for the unexposed and PSS-exposed rats. Vertical arrow represents total SD procedure. The quantitative analysis of GR immunostaining in
the hippocampus subregions CA1 (a), and DG (b) of exposed rats treated with vehicle (N¼ 4), exposed-vehicle rats treated with SD (N¼ 4), exposed–SD
rats treated with MIFE (N¼ 4) or exposed-SD rats treated with EPI (N¼ 3). On the right are representative photographs of GR immunoreactivity for each
area. Photographs were acquired at � 20 (Scale bar, 100 mm) and � 40 magnification (Scale bar, 50mm). The cells in red were GR positive. All data
represent group mean±SEM. CA1, cornu ammonis 1; CON, unexposed control; DG, dentate gyrus; EPI, epinephrine; MIFE, mifepristone; PSS, predator
scent stress; SD, sleep deprivation. The color reproduction of this figure is available on the Neuropyschopharmacology journal online.
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The response of the HPA-axis in post-exposure sleep-
deprived animals displayed a distinctly different pattern of
response from untreated controls, as reflected by urinary
corticosterone levels. The exposed-untreated group was
characterized by raised levels maintained at a plateau
throughout the 6 days of follow-up. In contrast, SD 1 h after
real or sham stress exposure caused corticosterone levels to
increase in a rapid spike to values higher than the plateau
(above), followed by a rapid decline within the next 12 h, in
both groups, presumably resulting from transient enhance-
ment of negative feedback in the wake of the initial spike.
The biphasic corticosterone response induced by SD
conforms to the adaptive pattern of the neuroendocrine
stress response. These results are in line with several studies
reporting an elevation of cortisol levels during one night of
total SD (Balbo et al, 2010; Baumgartner et al, 1990;
Bouhuys et al, 1990; Sgoifo et al, 2006; Voderholzer et al,
2004; von Treuer et al, 1996; Weibel et al, 1995; Weitzman

et al, 1983; Yamaguchi et al, 1978). Moreover, these
data also support our previous findings suggesting that a
fault in the initial adaptive endogenous response of the
HPA-axis unfavorably alters the trajectory of trauma
exposure (Cohen et al, 2008, 2011b; Kozlovsky et al,
2009b; Zohar et al, 2011).
However, if the elevated corticosterone levels 1 h after

the SD procedure are indeed ‘stress-induced’, it is surpris-
ing that the mean HR was not elevated. It is important to
remember that, whereas HR was assessed directly and in
real-time, corticosterone was assessed in the urine and
thus indirectly reflects systemic corticosterone levels
collected in the bladder over several hours, that is, with a
significant delay. Furthermore, HR findings indicating
decreased sympathetic outflow after SD could be related
to fatigue and sleepiness. Taken together, the integration
effects between the sympathetic-adrenergic system and
corticosteroids on memory consolidation seem to be an

Figure 9 Effects of MIFE and EPI administration post-exposure and pre-SD on dendritic morphology in the DG granule cells: top line: the behavioral
procedure used for the unexposed and PSS-exposed rats. Vertical arrow represents total SD procedure. (a) Sholl-analysis for intersections per 25-mm radial
unit distance from exposed rats treated with vehicle (N¼ 4), exposed-vehicle rats treated with SD (N¼ 4), exposed-SD rats treated with MIFE (N¼ 4) or
exposed-SD rats treated with EPI (N¼ 3). InsetFthe AUC, representing distance from soma. (b) Quantitative analysis of total dendritic length (mm) of DG
granule cells from the suprapyramidal blade. (c) Computer-generated plots of reconstructions and photomicrographs of the dendritic tree from granule cells.
(d) Quantification of overall spine density per 10 mm of dendritic granule cells. (e) Photomicrographs showing representative Golgi–Cox-impregnated
dendritic spines. Neurons from exposed animals treated with SD had significantly more dendritic intersections within each sphere at Sholl radii 35–60mm
than did neurons from the exposed-SD group treated with MIFE or EPI. Moreover, exposed animals treated with SD exhibited significantly greater total
dendritic length as compared with exposed-SD animals treated with MIFE or EPI. The spine density along the dentate granule cells was significantly increased
in exposed animals treated with SD as compared with exposed-SD animals treated with MIFE or EPI. Results displayed as mean±SEM. CON, unexposed
control; EPI, epinephrine; MIFE, mifepristone; PSS, predator scent stress; SD, sleep deprivation. *po0.05 vs PSS-Vehicle, PSS-SD-Mif, PSS-SD-Epi; #po0.05
vs PSS-SD-Mif, PSS-SD-Epi.
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important element in behavioral adaptation following stress
exposure.
The pattern of gene expression for GR in the hippocam-

pus paralleled the gross neuroendocrine response pattern
and was characterized by a consistent upregulation of GR
expression in exposed-untreated rats. In the CA1 area,
predominant nuclear localization of GR was still observed 8
days after the stress exposure in exposed-untreated animals
as compared with the exposed-SD group. SD corrected this,
eliciting a relative downregulation of GR in CA1 and DG
areas. This effect could prevent the severe adverse effects of
prolonged, excessive activation of GR (Kozlovsky et al,
2009a) on hippocampal morphology (Sapolsky, 1992).
These findings suggest that post-exposure SD may reduce
the peripheral and central long-term hyperactivity within
the HPA-axis, which is associated with adaptive stress
responses.
On the morphological level, SD was associated with an

increase in total dendritic length and spine density in
granule cells in the DG, alongside increased DG dendritic
arborization and complexity of the dendritic tree, with
significantly more dendritic intersections within each
sphere at Sholl radii 10–85 mm as compared with the
exposed-untreated group. Overall, post-exposure SD was
associated with obtunded GR levels in the hippocampus and
with enhanced dendritic growth and increased spine
density, which together provide the infrastructural basis
required for the observed attenuation of the physiological
and behavioral stress responses.
We hypothesize that post-exposure SD disrupts sleep-

dependent processes of neural reactivation assumed to be
necessary for synaptic and network changes underlying the
consolidation of new memory traces via a biphasic, hyper-
activation of the HPA-axis and attenuation of sympathetic-
adrenergic tone, and in this manner interfered with
traumatic memory consolidation processes.
To assess this hypothesis, the effects of pharmacological

manipulation using MIFE and EPI were examined. A single
bolus of systemic treatment with MIFE or EPI was sufficient
to prevent the influence of SD on memory consolidation.
Single treatments with MIFE, GR antagonist, or EPI,
injected immediately after stress exposure were associated
with significantly poorer long-term outcome than for
exposed-SD vehicle controls. Both MIFE and EPI treatments
were associated with a far greater degree of behavioral
disruption in the EPM and ASR tests, reflected by a
pronounced increase in prevalence rates of EBR and in
trauma-cue freezing responses, relative to the exposed-SD
vehicle group. These anxiogenic-like effects were accom-
panied by a significant upregulation of GR-IR cells. More-
over, microscopy imaging of GR-IR after PSS exposure in
the hippocampus area demonstrated subregion-specific
differences in GR translocation patterns. In exposed-SD
animals, the majority of the GR-immunoreactions were
found in the cytoplasm of CA1 pyramidal cells, whereas
some were dispersely present in the nucleus. Administration
of MIFE or EPI immediately after PSS exposure increased
the nuclear GR-IR, whereas decreasing the dispersed
cytoplasmic compartment GR-IR. In the DG area, a
considerable amount of GR-IR was present in the nucleus
in all groups, as previously described (Sarabdjitsingh et al,
2009). These results suggest that acute activation of GR

(HPA-axis) during stress exposure is necessary for stress
adaptation.
Glucocorticoid activation may trigger gene transcription

and protein synthesis through interactions with specific DNA
sequences known as glucocorticoid-responsive elements in
their promoter regions, or with other transcription factors
(such as nuclear factor-kB and CREB and phosphorylation of
ERK1, ERK2 and CREB), which are essential for memory
processes as well as for neuronal plasticity and connectivity
(Jin et al, 2007; Kida et al, 2002; McGaugh et al, 2002).
These findings are supported by previous studies

examining the role of GCs in susceptibility to ‘PTSD-like
behaviors’ (Cohen et al, 2006b, 2008; Zohar et al, 2011).
These studies demonstrated a greater susceptibility to
experimentally induced PTSD-like behavioral changes in
rats with a hypoactive and hypo-reactive HPA axis, that is,
Lewis strain, compared with a rat strain with a hyper-
responsive HPA-axis, that is, Fischer rats. Exogenous
administration of cortisol to Lewis rats before the stressor
effectively decreased the prevalence of subsequent extreme
behavioral disruption (Cohen et al, 2006b). Further study
examined the effect of a single intervention with high-dose
corticosterone 1 h post-exposure and showed a significant
reduction in the incidence of PTSD-like behaviors and
improved resilience to subsequent trauma (Cohen et al,
2008).
On the morphological level, MIFE- and EPI-treated

animals clearly demonstrated significantly lower dendritic
complexity, lower total dendritic length, fewer branches,
and lower spine density along DG dendrites 8 days after
exposure, as compared with exposed-SD animals. As the
dendritic arbor is responsible for receiving and consolidat-
ing neuronal information input (Sorra and Harris, 2000;
Vessey and Karra, 2007), the reduced dendritic arbor in the
MIFE- and EPI-treated animals can have considerable
consequences for the functional properties of cells and
neuronal circuitry, including decreased synaptic plasticity
and synaptic strength, and impaired stabilization of
synaptic connectivity, which may in turn lead to vulner-
ability to psychopathology.
EPI has also been shown repeatedly to be involved in

memory reinforcement of different behavioral tasks (Cahill
et al, 1994; McGaugh, 1989). Post-training administration of
EPI to humans enhances memory consolidation for
emotionally arousing material (Cahill and Alkire, 2003),
whereas blockage of (nor)adrenergic function selectively
impairs this (Cahill et al, 1994; Hurlemann et al, 2005; van
Stegeren et al, 1998). Clinical studies suggest that enhanced
noradrenergic activity during trauma may augment the
encoding of the memory (O’Donnell et al, 2004). Enhanced
noradrenergic activity and elevated levels of norepinephrine
in the cerebrospinal fluid correlate with severity of
symptoms of PTSD (Debiec et al, 2011; Geracioti et al,
2001; Strawn and Geracioti, 2008). High levels of norepi-
nephrine release during exposure to a traumatic event have
been proposed to result in over-consolidation of the
traumatic memory, thereby leading to PTSD (Pitman,
1989). Recent studies indicate that the combined action of
norepinephrine and glucocorticoid hormones potently
affects memory function (McGaugh and Roozendaal, 2002;
Roozendaal et al, 2006b). Noradrenergic activation of the
basolateral amygdala is required for the adrenal steroids to
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influence hippocampal memory storage (Quirarte et al, 1997;
Roozendaal et al, 1999), and glucocorticoids seem to exert a
permissive action on the efficacy of the noradrenergic
system (de Kloet et al, 1991; Roozendaal et al, 2006b, 2009).
The results of this study suggest that prevention of sleep

in the early aftermath of stress exposure may be beneficial
in attenuating traumatic, stress-related sequelae. Post-
exposure SD impairs hippocampus-dependent traumatic
memory formation and consolidation, a mechanism possi-
bly pertinent to the development of PTSD.
The above findings, although interesting, must be

tempered by the limitations of the study: we must take
care not to be too literal in interpreting animal models and
methods. It would be presumptuous (and spurious) to
assume that the ‘criteria’ applied in this study, in fact reflect
psychophysiological parameters in the life of the rat,
commensurate with the criteria for PTSD in humans.
Moreover, whether sleep loss per se or the mildly stressful
nature of gentle handling caused the increased activity of
the neuroendocrine stress system is a question for which
there is no simple answer. Future studies are required to
examine this.

Conclusions

SD throughout the first hours after stress exposure might
represent a simple, yet effective, intervention for the
secondary prevention of stress-induced pathologies. Further
studies will be required to examine whether SD in the
immediate aftermath of traumatic events represents an
avenue for secondary prevention of stress-related clinical
disorders.
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